Hi, my name is Lane Desborough. It is my privilege to be here with you today. These
slides will be shared so please sit back and enjoy. Over the next hour, I’ll describe
some experiences which I hope will motivate you to pursue a career in automation.
Please interrupt and ask questions / challenge me as we go. I thrive on feedback.
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As a quick disclaimer, I am an employee of Bigfoot Biomedical but the views and
opinions expressed hereafter are my own.
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I’m an engineer. I got my bachelor’s at the University of Waterloo and my master’s
right here at Queen’s. I race sailboats and run for fun.
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Oh and I live in a little place called Thousand Oaks, California, which nobody ever
heard of until last week. As I was in LAX awaiting the flight here on Tuesday, The fires
were still on the news, burning up the last of my favorite running trials, shown here.
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This talk is comprised of four short vignettes.
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Oh, the places I went, 1988-2009
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I’d like to indulge for a few minutes to reflect on some of the systems which
influenced my thinking in my early, formative years.
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This is armored pump cable. It is used to power submersible pumps in oil wells far
underground.
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In second year at the University of Waterloo, I spent four months on a work term at
Phillips Cables designing and implementing a lab to simulate the conditions at the
bottom of an oil well so as to characterize the performance of this cable.
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It was a smallish room in this massive plant which made all manner of medium
voltage (~10,000v) power cables. On another work term I worked in a lightning
simulator lab but that’s a different story.
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These are the downhole simulators – basically chunks of pipe we filled with oil and
the pump cable samples, then heated them up to the temperature and pressure seen
down hole.
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Here you can see the cutting edge printer, data acquisition, and compute platform.
Today a $5 Raspberry PI is perhaps 100 times more powerful.
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I hadn’t taken a control class yet – that would come in third year – so my boss handed
me a textbook and said “I seem to remember this thing called a PID algorithm”. I
used TurboPascal to build a complete SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition) system. It used pulse-width modulation to control the electric resistive
heaters which maintained pressure and temperature at setpoint.
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The plant was closed 20 years ago.
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It’s now a park.
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My last two undergrad workterms and my first job after grad school were at the
following plant. I saw and learned things there that made a huge impact on my life.
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This is the Nova Chemicals Petrochemical complex in Joffre, Alberta, Canada. With
three ethylene plants, two polyethylene plants, a linear alpha olefins plant, and a
hydrogen offgas plant, it’s one of the largest facilities of its type in the world. It’s now
owned by the United Arab Emirates.

This plant is big. How big? 6 billion pounds of ethylene per year. 5000 control loops.
All supervised by about 15 control room operators.

This plant is a good example of a continuous process industry facility. It was a great
place for a new engineer to learn. During my time at Nova, one of the big projects I
worked on was the modernization of the control system at one of the ethylene plants.
I got to see industrial automation up close. In 1989 on a work term while still an
undergrad, I implemented a basic controller. It was a single PI controller in a plant
with thousands of other controllers in operation. It was there that I learned the
majority of the work to implement a controller is not the control algorithm. It's the
stuff around the control algorithm: the HAZOP (Hazard and OPerability analysis), the
updating of the operator graphics, the documentation, the user training, the
commissioning.

Plants like these are very dangerous. In an emergency the gas has to go somewhere
so it gets rerouted to the flares through pressure relief valves. The red and white flare
stacks are 250 ft tall and when the full flare is going the flame is another 250 ft on
top. My most visceral memories are of an attempted re-start of the plant after a two
week maintenance turnaround / massive debottlenecking project where we had also
simultaneously replaced the control system and the flare system. I spent two weeks
on night shift as the process control support leader. During each attempted re-start
(we were flaring ~100 tons per hour of feedstock the entire time so there was
immense pressure to get the plant running) I would be monitoring the control loops
and tuning them on the fly. I tuned something like 100 loops. Sometimes they had
been configured incorrectly (air-to-open instead of air-to-close) so they were
providing positive feedback not negative feedback. I’ll talk about positive feedback in
a different context a bit later. One night the flare blew out during an attempted restart (the pilot on the new flare tip had a problem) and I remember being in the "blast
resistant" control room wondering which way the wind was blowing the massive
plume of uncombusted gas and what would happen when it found an ignition
source. It re-lit off of the flare from an adjacent plant and we were fine. Bad things
can happen during mode transitions, when the state of the system is changing.
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In another incident, the company was reminded that software is a harmless mental
abstraction until it is instantiated in the physical world.
The routine upgrade of control system software resulted in the sudden closure of 82
valves during operation. My friend and fellow control engineer Mike was the one
who pressed the button. The software was not new. It had over 2 million hours of
operation at this and hundreds of other plants. In fact the same upgrade had been
performed without incident on 7 other systems at the same plant that very morning.
A dangerous exothermic reaction went from 180 degrees to over a thousand degrees
in minutes, destroying the catalyst in the acetylene reactor. There were many other
losses from this incident. Many pieces of equipment were damaged in the plant trip,
including this 42” in diameter compressor check valve. It took nearly two weeks to
restart the plant -approximately one hundred million pounds of lost production. One
hundred million pounds.

At the time of both these events I was working for Honeywell, the provider of the
control system.
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Almost done the first vignette. Just a few more motivational examples.
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In 1995 I moved to Southern California and began work at Honeywell, the largest
provider of automation for the continuous process industries. My first project was to
install blend planning and scheduling software at what was then the largest single site
oil refinery in the world, in Ulsan, Korea. My first two weeks at Honeywell were in
Lyon, France, taking delivery of the software which we had licensed from the Elf, the
French national oil company, and preparing for the FAT (factory acceptance test) with
some very detail-oriented Korean engineers.
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Oil refineries basically separate crude oil into components, upgrade the components
in reactors, then blend the components together to make products like unleaded
gasoline. As you can imagine, at the largest refinery in the world this is a complex and
difficult task.
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The blend planning and scheduling example I just shared is part of the top layer of the
control hierarchy commonly used in continuous process industry facilities.
Supply chain optimization software issues new targets infrequently to the RTO layer
underneath, which issues new targets to MPC underneath, and so on.
Hierarchical, temporally decoupled control allows disturbances with different
frequencies to be rejected at the appropriate layer. Care must be taken to ensure the
layers are sufficiently separated to prevent “fighting”. This is called decoupling.
Through the course of my career at Nova Chemicals and Honeywell, I worked on every
one of the layers.
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Put on your seatbelts, here we go.
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Ok so I’m not going to go through the remainder of my automation system experience
except to say that it was a great way to see the world and meet a lot of really amazing
people and see a lot of incredible things.
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From the oil sands of Alberta
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To the savannahs of South Africa.
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To the jungles of Brazil
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This is a long wall machine at a trona mine in Wyoming. 1700 feet underground.
There is nothing but those hydraulic jacks on the left to hold the roof up.
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Perhaps a hundred control rooms. I think the scariest one was on top of a reactor
which was making hydrofluoric acid. To evacuate you had to get past the poison gas
cloud. Or the ones in the building making uranium hexafluoride, protected by guards
with submachine guns, and x-ray machines, and Geiger counters. Or the ones in
“explosion resistant” buildings with doors so heavy they couldn’t be opened by
humans and required pneumatic actuators. Or the one in South Korea the night we
got the call that an empty North Korean minisub had been found on a beach – watch
out for saboteurs.
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Most of my experience is in chemical plants and oil refineries. I don’t regret a single
minute. How many careers take you to places like this?
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One thing I learned across all these experiences is that feedback is amazing. All of
these systems are using feedback control. Why? Because it (mostly) works.
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Karl Astrom, one of the fathers of modern automation, highlights the tremendous
advantages of feedback.
Provided you have a high quality sensor, and provided your tuning isn’t too aggressive
which leads to oscillations, feedback will reject disturbances and compensate for poor
or degrading components and even do a good job accommodating changes in the
process itself. With very little muss or fuss. There are billions of closed loop feedback
systems in the world.

The tuning doesn’t need to be spot on.
The valve may start sticking.
The process may change over time, such as a heat exchanger gradually fouling.
The loop keeps chugging along.

Performance standards have remained essentially unchanged for 30 years. Yes, some
new measures like the Harris Index have come along, but for the most part,
performance is assessed infrequently, on a case-by-case basis, using simple statistics
and / or visualization of loop response to setpoint changes or disturbances.
This is in large measure due to the uniqueness of each loop – overarching
performance standards don’t make much sense when one loop could be controlling
the basis weight of paper coming off of a paper machine and another is controlling
the reflux flowrate on the overheads of a crude distillation unit in a refinery.
This highlights another challenge which I think is quite unique in the continuous
process industries: the uniqueness of each loop means it is not economically feasible
to invest effort with sophisticated or complex control algorithms. At Honewell we
found that PID (actually just PI) was used 98% of the time.

Another thing which makes feedback so amazing is that it automates tasks which
were heretofore done by a human. Manually sensing a processes, deciding what to
do, manually adjusting a valve. Now, we sense something with a sensor, we decide
what to do with a control algorithm, and we perform an action with an actuator or
final control element, thereby affecting the thing being controlled. Sense, decide, act.
Closing the loop. Feedback control.
What is often missed is that each of these tasks – sensing, deciding, acting - can be
performed by a human, a computer, or a combination.
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In addition, many miss the fact that new tasks are added with automation. Some of
these tasks are quite difficult. Supervising the automation. Troubleshooting the
automation when it has a problem. Performing maintenance on the automation.
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“The plant of the future will have one dog and one human. The human’s job is to
feed the dog, and the dog’s job is to keep the human from touching the plant.” I first
heard this joke two decades ago. There are important reasons why there are still
humans in cyberphysical systems.

It is so easy to forget the human. Don’t forget the human.
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Properly allocating tasks is critically important when considering automation. The
human has information about the past, present, and future which is unavailable to
the computer. The human has five senses. The human can deal with the novel. On
the flipside, the computer never gets bored. It will do the same thing the same way,
over and over again.
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When humans are removed from the loop, bad things can happen. They become
deskilled. They become complacent or even addicted to the automation to the point
where they are afraid to turn it off and take over control. They may over- or undertrust the automation.
And worst of all, during critical situations they can get distracted and overwhelmed,
unable to re-insert themselves into the loop and make the necessary control actions
to save the day.
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In the late ‘80’s incidents were happening at chemical plants and refineries. The
industry investigated and determined that alarms and automation and human factors
were contributing 40% of the 16B$ of annual losses accruing to the industry. So the
major players got together and formed the ASM Consortium. I had the privilege,
through Nova Chemicals and later Honeywell, to be part of the consortium for 15
years. This is where I developed a strong appreciation for the imperative to consider
the human operator during design of alarm, display, and closed-loop automation
systems.
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At the same ethylene plant I’ve spoken so much about, my colleagues used high
fidelity operator training simulators to demonstrate the benefits of implementing
well-designed operator displays. The display on the right - which embody the
standards and principles developed by the ASM Consortium – were markedly better
than the one on the left at helping the operator respond, recognize, troubleshoot,
and resolve abnormal situations.
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These are examples of the transformations I’ve seen in areas of automation which
affect my life. The left is cockpit from a mid ‘70’s passenger jet which required at
least three people in the cockpit. Modern airliners have fewer humans and much
more automation.
The middle shows the plant I worked in before and after the transition to digital
control systems. One side effect is that operators can no longer “walk the board” to
get a glance at the state of the plant. Another is the replacement of the hard-wired
alarm “light boards” with easy-to-implement alarms which now regularly cause alarm
floods. The right shows the first car I ever drove – a 1967 Volkswagen Beetle with no
gas gauge or radio, and my wife’s Ford Fusion “magic car” with all manner of
automation.
Some believe that automation has been taken too far, that taking the human out of
the loop is causing new kinds of accidents. Some tasks are transferred from the
human to the computer. But automation introduces new tasks, and has the potential
to change the nature and severity of hazards.
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If you’ve ever seen the movies “Pulp Fiction” or “Deliverance”, this is the part where
life takes a sharp right hand turn.
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In the summer of 2009, I was working on the Smart Grid for GE Energy. We were
living near Lake Tahoe, 20 minutes from Heavenly ski resort. Living the dream. I got a
call from my wife on a Friday afternoon to tell me that our son had been diagnosed
with type 1 diabetes.
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With no family history, I had no idea what this meant. I knew that diabetes involved
blood glucose and insulin, but that was about it. We resolved at that time to do
anything to help Hayden. Little did we know how far that would take us.
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To stay alive, people with type 1 diabetes must take insulin to lower their blood
glucose because their immune system has destroyed the insulin-producing cells in the
pancreas. Although insulin sustains life, delivering insulin is dangerous and crushingly
burdensome. It involves the physical burden of carrying stuff around, poking yourself
all the time. It involves costly drugs and devices. It is a “thinking disease” requiring
plenty of complex cognitive tasks, driving a high emotional burden.
With type 1 diabetes you are only ever about 6 hours away from disaster. That’s four
chances to die, every day, for the rest of your life.
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It took about a day to realize that insulin delivery was in fact a feedback control
problem. Fortunately all of the things I’d done up to this point in my career could be
applied to type 1 diabetes.
Through a set of very fortunate circumstances, within months of my son’s diagnosis I
found myself at Medtronic Diabetes, leading the commercialization of their next step
towards automated insulin delivery.
After nearly five years at Medtronic – the largest and most successful medical device
company in the world – I found myself frustrated by the pace of change. So I got
together with a couple other d-dads and started Bigfoot Biomedical.
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Here are the main physical components of the system we are developing at Bigfoot.
On the left, we have an app which is the primary window for the user into the system.
One of the big stigmas with diabetes is pulling out a syringe or a pump or a pen in
public in order to interact with your disease. As a result, people will often not treat
themselves in public settings – school, work, etc. And that’s not good.
Our pump and continuous glucose monitor can be worn under clothes. The user
interacts – gives commands, reviews status – from the app. As far as anyone else is
concerned, they’re just checking their email.
Another huge benefit of using the phone is that we can send things to the cloud, and
we can receive software or firmware updates. No other system does this.
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For 25 years people have been saying a “cure” for diabetes such as automated insulin
delivery is only five years away. It’s a receding horizon. Why haven’t we closed the
loop? In fact there are many challenges. I will now discuss just a few of them.
To start, you can’t un-give insulin. If your system gives too much insulin, there is no
automated way to overcome the effects; there is no counter-actuator to raise blood
glucose. The human must intervene by consuming carbohydrates.
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I learned 25 years ago that deadtime is the main factor which limits the achievable
performance of a control loop.
The time between when a change is made to the actuator and the effect of that
change is sensed by the sensor is called the deadtime (or delay).
Unfortunately for automated insulin delivery, the subcutaneous delivery of “rapid”
acting insulin has about half an hour of deadtime between when it is injected, and
when it reaches the liver and starts to have an effect on glucose read by the CGM
(Continuous Glucose Monitor).
The plot on the right shows how much better control could be if we had a faster way
to get insulin to the liver. In fact there is a faster way – inhalable insulin – but that
can’t be automated. So until such time as a faster insulin / faster pathway is
developed, we will be constrained in how much variability we can transfer.
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Unlike many control systems which get designed once and replicated a million times –
like a hard drive head position controller – we are designing one controller that needs
to work safely and effectively across a million “plants” – people with diabetes.
The system dynamics – especially the gains – vary by orders of magnitude across the
population. They vary for each person through the course of the day. There are
myriad activities and events which affect blood glucose – most of which we do not
have sensors to measure.
Last but not least, people’s behavior and physiology change over time. Decide to run
a marathon? Your insulin sensitivity will go up. Pregnant? Puberty? Sick? Stressed?
Your insulin sensitivity will go down.
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At last count there are nearly fifty factors which contribute to blood glucose, and we
can’t easily measure any of them.
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The traditional approach to developing a new industrial controller is to perform
designed experiments on the “plant” to develop models. At Honeywell, about half
the million dollar budget for a typical model predictive control project was sending
me out to the plant site to perform experiments. Unfortunately this is very difficult to
do when the plant is a human.
The goal of experimental design for dynamic system identification is to introduce as
much variation as you can, across the broadest possible range of manipulated variable
actions, so as to maximally excite the controlled variable.
This is diametrically opposed to the goal of closed loop control, which is to draw as
flat a line as possible in the controlled variable, i.e. keep it close to target by
transferring variation to the manipulated variable.
As a result, experimentation for the purpose of dynamic system modeling is pretty
challenging.
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Another challenge is the behaviors aren’t very replicable. For the first few years after
my son was diagnosed, we recorded the effect of every single 16g juicebox he drank.
Same person, same stimulus, different responses.
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It is difficult, time consuming, expensive, and sometimes even unethical to
experiment with human subjects. The data generated by these experiments is messy,
hard to replicate, and has many other problems which result in being far from an
optimally designed experiment. Which means the statistics coming out of these
experiments often have very wide standard errors / the models are poor.
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We are not alone with the challenges of characterizing real world behavior of complex
safety critical automated systems. The folks developing autonomous vehicles also
have a vary large parameter space to explore (ours is 42 dimensions, give or take).
Recently we have been benchmarking a bit with Toyota. They have developed some
very promising formal method techniques for robustness exploration.
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One of the benefits of working in so many different industries is that methods which
are commonplace in one may be as yet untapped in another. I once told the
president of Medtronic that working on automated insulin delivery was like getting in
a time machine and going back 20 years in my career. The things I was doing 20 years
ago hadn’t even occurred to them to do yet.
Once such method was the use of modeling and simulation. If one were building a
new 5B$ ethylene plant, you wouldn’t just show up in a farmer’s field and start
welding a bunch of pipe together. You would simulate it with a modeling tool like
Aspen or Hysis. Same goes for a new aircraft, or a new car. Or, as it turns out, an
automated insulin delivery system.
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Just after I cofounded Bigfoot four years ago, we embarked upon the development of
a simulator.
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It’s important to remember that models are a means to an end. They are not an end
in and of themselves. Do only as much modeling as you need to solve the larger
question at hand.
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When it comes to automated insulin delivery, the myriad factors affecting blood
glucose must be characterized. This way, we can design control algorithms which
work across the wide spectrum of intended use scenarios. Here is a semi-quantitative
assessment of the major factors affecting blood glucose. This is how we prioritize and
focus our modeling and simulation efforts.
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I honestly believe that it is impossible to design a scalable, safe, and effective closed
loop algorithm in the absence of a simulator. It would be like one hand clapping.
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While simulation is more or less brand new in the world of medical devices, it has
been around a very long time in the continuous process industries. I started with
steady state simulation for plant design, moved on to dynamic simulation for MPC
projects, and finally to operator training sims for operation competency development.
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With diabetes we have a particular challenge because ours is a multiscale system –
things are happening over many time scales, from milliseconds to years. That makes
characterization pretty difficult. Imagine if we had to use real-world testing to
characterize our system – we’d never get to market. So instead, we use modeling and
simulation. They help us characterize the system we are developing, before it is
released as a class 3 medical device used by thousands of people for many years.
Simulation complements the other characterization methods shown here in blue.
Taken as a whole, they help us build confidence that the system we are building will
be safe and effective.
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Here’s a sample of the output of our simulation. One subject, sixty days,
characterizing the expected behavior when they eat differently on weekdays and
weekends. It took about five seconds to run.
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Modeling and simulation helped us design the control algorithms. Then they helped
us characterize the expected performance across a wide range of users and use
conditions. Then they helped inform the end points and design of our clinical trials.
Finally, they helped us predict performance over an entire population for many years,
which allowed us to engage in discussions with insurance providers and potential
investors.
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Plus no humans or animals were harmed or put at risk. We were able to do things like
deliberately introduce complex fault scenarios which would never be permitted on
human subjects. And speaking of human subjects, the people who volunteer for realworld clinical trials are often “keeners” – very engaged. Our simulation does not have
this recruitment bias.
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Oh, and small detail, modeling and simulation is 4,000,000 faster and less expensive
than human clinical trials.
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Here’s the concordance between the predicted and actual results for Bigfoot’s first
clinical trial, which concluded 18 months ago. The blue cumulative distributions are
what the simulation predicted before the trial even began. As you can see,
concordance with actual results was very high.
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Finally, once the models have been developed and the control algorithms have been
designed, they can be reused during the actual development. Using Model Based
Design, we can take the Matlab / Simulink models and autogenerate C-code which
gets compiled directly into the firmware of the device.
Other tools in this toolchain can be used to verify and validate the design. This
represents a huge step forward in safety and efficiency for device development.
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Model Based Design tools have other benefits. For instance Stateflow from
Mathworks allows complexity to be abstracted in a visual representation. Imagine
trying to debug a problem with the nested ifs of a complex state machine.
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Bigfoot joins many other companies in embracing the benefits of Model Based
Design.
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Next vignette: “the power of positive feedback”. As a reminder, positive feedback is
like holding the microphone to close to the amplifier, or getting the sign of the gain
wrong on a PID controller. The feedback reinforces rather than balances the variable
at hand.
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I will give four examples from another area of automation I’ve been dabbling in for
twenty five years: monitoring, diagnostics, and decision support.
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It all started when Tom Harris convinced me to come to Queen’s in 1990 and work
with him in a brand new area: controller performance assessment. Through the
power of positive feedback of journal citations, this “idea virus” really took off.
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In 1998, I convinced my employer that it would be good to get into the loop
management business, and they put me in charge. We developed a SaaS (Software as
a Service) called Loop Scout, which gathered data from industrial control systems,
analyzed the data, and provided monitoring and diagnostics decision support. A
typical industrial control engineer is responsible for something like 500 control loops.
Loop Scout allowed them to focus on the worst performing, most critical loops.
Thanks to the low transaction costs of the Internet, we once again reaped the
benefits of positive feedback, quickly amassing the largest repository of industrial
control data in the world.
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Somewhere along the way we started benchmarking the loop performance
across entire facilities. This turned out to be a watershed. These plots are
snapshots of the cumulative distribution of performance over about a year for
about 250 facilities. The black facility names represent different facilities from
one company. Each month we would issue this report. Guess what: the
control engineer for the worst performing plant didn’t like being there. So they
did something about it. As you can see, this company quickly rose to “best in
class” thanks to the power of positive feedback.

I did remote monitoring of control loops and alarm systems at Honeywell. I did
remote monitoring of gas turbine combined cycle power plants at GE. In both cases
we were monitoring thousands of facilities all over the world. So when my son was
diagnosed with diabetes I was profoundly disappointed by the available technology.
How come I could see the performance of a power plant in Saudi Arabia in real time
on my smart phone, but I couldn’t see if my son was heading towards a hypoglycemic
coma in the middle of the night in his bedroom 20 feet away? So I got together with a
couple other tech-minded folks, hacked a class 3 medical device, and created
Nightscout. This graphic from the Wall Street Journal – we were on the front page –
shows how it works. We felt strongly that others in the diabetes community to
benefit Nightscout, so we gave it away. We just asked people to “pay it forward” and
help others.
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Nightscout changed the way families lived with diabetes. For the first time, kids could
go on sleepovers, or play-dates, or visits to Gramma’s house. My wife, who is a
school nurse (from Queens!), watches five of her diabetes “kiddos” across a handful
of schools, all from her smartphone.
As a result of positive feedback, the Facebook group for Nightscout – CGM in the
Cloud – is now the largest Facebook group for people with type 1 diabetes, period.
Nightscout has gone on to spark an entire #WeAreNotWaiting movement which is a
vibrant innovation ecosystem where people are pushing the frontiers of medical
devices.
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Almost done. “The Ancestor Effect”. I was at an INCOSE systems engineering
conference a couple years ago and Donna Rhodes gave a talk on the Ancestor Effect.
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The ancestor effect asserts that there is strong value derived from your ancestors,
including your “academic ancestors”. I wholeheartedly agree.
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This is a partial view of my “academic family tree”. George Box “all models are wrong,
some are useful” is my academic great grandfather. John MacGregor is my academic
grandfather. Tom Harris is my academic father. Kim and Jim are my academic aunt
and brother, respectively. I include my “cousin” Zahra because she now works with
me at Bigfoot.
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Our academic ancestors teach us important things, important lessons which we are
wise to heed. Here are a handful of examples I have used directly during my career.
I’m now going to highly two important things Tom taught me.
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Statistics are an extreme form of data compression. They take bunch of data and
reduce it to a single number, in the process throwing out other information. Consider
the mean, or the standard deviation, or the minimum or the maximum. These are all
reducing lots of numbers to a single one. If you choose the wrong statistic, you will
derive the wrong conclusions. For example “the average human has one ovary and
one testicle”.
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Consider a month of data from my son. Glucose values sampled every five minutes.
Not very useful in this form.
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It gets a bit better when we overlay 30 days, by hour. But still it’s hard to make
meaning from this data. What’s really important here? Well, bad things happen
when blood glucose is below 80 or above 180 mg/dl. In fact there’s a very strong
asymmetry to this badness. Low glucose will kill you quickly with a hypoglycemic
coma, while high glucose will over a period of years cause complications like
retinopathy, neuropathy, nephropathy, heart disease, and death.
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It turns out that many researchers have described similar “asymmetric loss functions”.
A few years ago we discovered they can all be reduced to a single statistic, loss, which
is a bit like root mean square error.
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This is the most important thing I learned from Tom: “The purpose of control is to
transfer variation from a place where it hurts, to a place where it doesn’t hurt as
much, in order to make a human’s job easier”.
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Consider all of these control systems. We are transferring variation from the place
where it hurts – speed, temperature, glucose – to the place where it doesn’t hurt as
much. Who cares if we’re using a little more or less fuel, electricity, or insulin. And
why do we do this? To make a human’s job easier.
I hope you may have benefitted in some small way from the experiences I have
shared today. Automation has allowed me to work in five different industries, on
many challenging problems, all over the world. I can’t think of a better career.
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Thank you.
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